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Please share with Teachers, Career Advisors and students interested in creative
subjects

There’s no doubt that these are extraordinarily challenging times for students, parents
and educators.
But while we all adjusted, it was important to recognise some of the positives that
emerged – and there are positives, perhaps one of the strongest being
the realisation that communities are more than bricks and mortar. Communities are
collections of people with common aims and passions. We may be isolated but we’re not
alone.
Although creative education has been under pressure in schools and universities for
several years, we should also recognise that communities have been turning to the arts
for entertainment, inspiration and understanding during this crisis.
Galleries have opened up in ways they have never done before with virtual shows.
Artists have appeared on TV to share inventive ways of making to distract and educate
us. In some ways, COVID has ushered in a new era of access. This is a real opportunity
for those engaged in creative education – it gives us a new opportunity to establish the
worth of what we do.
The crisis has also taught us that we can all learn new ways to educate – digital may
not be a substitute for the studio or classroom, but it’s an amazing resource that has its
own distinct benefits. Within a couple of weeks of lockdown, AUB had created and
shared plans to help students at all levels complete their studies.
We have also been reminded that parents, more than ever, have a central role. We need
to support them, provide them with resources and explain better the purposes and
possibilities of creative education.
And finally, we need to keep talking to each other and work together to find the new
solutions to get us through this crisis. So, we’ve created this new Schools Newsletter to
start a dialogue, share resources, and dream up new ideas and initiatives in support of
young people and creative education.
Yours kindly,
The Schools and Colleges Team
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Day of Dance
AUB’s BA (Hons) Dance course always has a way of
challenging its students to think outside the box, and this
year was no exception.
Hosted in April, Day of Dance immerse its audience in a
unique dance experience, with students challenged to
produce, manage, choreograph and perform a range of
dances. Normally, Day of Dance would take place in
locations around the AUB campus. This year, however,
the event was moved online and re-designed to transport
the audience to a digital dance experience.
The students taking part designed and created a range of
online dance studio settings, from the jungle to the arctic,
to enchant their audience and guide them through an
environmental dance journey. If you fancy escaping to the
beach, the jungle or even the desert, watch our dancers in
action:

See more

Welcome to Unibuddy
Your students have explored the website and ordered the
prospectus, but nothing beats talking to AUB students
directly to get that first-hand insight into university life and
what it’s like to study with us! We’re excited to launch
Unibuddy – featuring students from a range of our
courses, they’re ready and waiting to chat about life at
AUB and answer all your burning questions.
Whether you want to know why they chose their course,
why they picked AUB, what accommodation is like, what
it’s like living in a seaside town, or simply where the best
nightlife spots are in Bournemouth,
our Unibuddy students are here to help and offer their
experiences.

Find out more

Monster May
Our students and staff are making the most of their time at
home by channeling their creativity into unusual
projects.
Creative Writing course leader Dr James Cole asked
primary school children and parents to get involved in
Monster May, a series of online poetry activities designed
to help inspire young people while they’re studying at
home.
Throughout May, Dr Cole recorded his daily poems and
released them through his social media, asking children
to join him with mini writing activities around the theme of
monsters, magic and fantasy.

Hear James' poems

We missed chatting to students at UCAS Fairs and Careers Events this spring, especially
as we recently unveiled our brand new prospectus. We’d love for you and your students
to see it, so you can download a digital version or request a copy. If you’d like a sneak
peek, take a look at our video which shows what you can expect.
When you order a copy, you’ll receive an exclusive pack including a photo essay shot by
our students and a One Piece of Advice poster designed by an alumnus.
For any queries about your application, please email admissions@aub.ac.uk.

Order a prospectus

Creative Careers
At the end of April, the Creative Industries Foresight 2030
report was published with a focus on sustainability and
Industry 4.0. It highlighted that the pandemic has shown
the value of the Creative Industries is beyond its monetary
value and is acting as a showcase for the ingenuity of UK
creatives (e.g. 3D printing of protective equipment), with
AUB at the forefront supporting local community health
professions.
The ingenuity of our graduates was showcased last
November when we hosted our first One Piece of Advice
Creative Careers Evening where five of our Alumni
shared their experiences working in the creative
industries. We recently touched base with one of these
graduates, actor Nebras Jamali, who shared his advice
for creative students on staying positive during this current
time.

Read Nebras' story

Design Solution Online Workshop
Saturday 27 June 2020 – 10.00-12.30
Come and share our specialism and passion at AUB, by
joining us for a design workshop which comes at a crucial
time, when designers reassess their approach to
innovation and sustainability and will excite students who
are interested in shaping the Future.
Following a brief historical overview you will be
encouraged to identify issues and apply problem solving
skills to resolve social and/or environmental issues in
contemporary design. This will be explored through a
range of processes and material selection.
Places are limited, so book now to avoid disappointment.
Please use your school or college email address when
booking a place:

Book now

Social Distancing Design Challenge
SPUD is looking for young people to create unique and
innovative ideas that follow new social distancing rules so
that people can meet safely in a post COVID-19 world.
Perhaps it's a play structure, a two-way chair or even an
exciting game... Wherever their inventiveness takes them,
this is your students' chance to create something new and
imaginative that could make a difference.
And through this open-innovation challenge, SPUD can
help students turn their idea into reality. Winners will work
with experts, mentors and potentially manufacturers and
investors to get their ideas into the marketplace, as well
as receive a £250 cash prize.

Find out more

Admissions
For those students currently applying to uni for September
2020, our Admissions Team is fully operational and has
created a useful online guide to making applications to
study at AUB. If you or your students have any questions,
please email admissions@aub.ac.uk.
We understand that many of your Year 12 & 13 students
will be starting to make decisions about their Post-18
options, so we’ve put together a useful handout. And
remember, it's not too late for students to apply to AUB for
2020!

Download handout

Top Tips for Putting Together an
Online Portfolio
Universities interviewing for Further Education and Higher
Education creative courses will expect to be presented
with a portfolio so that they can understand students'
abilities and range of work. Their portfolio could be their
golden ticket into receiving an offer for the university
course they want so making sure it's presentable, wellorganised and accessible is essential.
Here are some top tips to share with your students for
when it comes to submitting an online portfolio:

Discover top tips
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